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AeroPress Oatmeal - 1.5 grams of coffee beans (70%WL)Water Temp: 68-72°C (154-161°F)Grind Setting: Normal grind setting (50-60)Dose: 15g (50% WL)Set Up: Inverted# of Filters: OneRinsed Yes, rinse itDose: 15g (50% WL)Third Wave Water Formula: Formula 2: 100% Oat Grind Setting: 7.0 on the Macap Labo 70D Water Temp: 69-72°C (156-161°F)Method:1.
Rinse brewer: Rinse the AeroPress then rinse the filter.2. Grind coffee: Grind one full pot of coffee into coffee grounds of 14g by weight (approximately what you'd use for a normal AeroPress coffee)3. Add coffee: Add 15g (50% WL) of coffee in the AeroPress.4. Pour water: Start the timer when water hits the coffee. 0.00-0.10 add 50g water 68-72°C (154-161°F).5. Stir
coffee: 0.10-0.15 stir very gently 3 times back and forth.6. Pour water: At 0.15-0.30 pour water from 50g to 200g 68-72°C (154-161°F).7. Stir coffee: At 0.30-0.50 allow to brew, at 0.50 stir very gently 3 more times.8. Allow to brew: At 1.00 push excess air out, attach the filter cap and let it brew till 1.40.9. Flip brewer: At 1.35 put the pitcher on, at 1.40 flip the brewer
so coffee doesn't spill.10. Press: When flipped, press right away at 1.40-2.00.11. Swirl to cool: Swirl at 2.00-2.30 and in the end pour from altitude to another pitcher.12. Serve: Enjoy! Over the last year or two, I have used coffee beans from the bulk bean bins at my farmer’s market. I just put about half of it into the AeroPress and forgot about it. But that didn’t go so

well for me, as my last cup was bad. I threw away the AeroPress.
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The problem with simple filters is that they require constant attention and water replacement. The Aeropress has a little "reservoir" that holds about twice the amount of water that a normal paper filter will hold. As long as the water doesn't run out, the Aeropress will make good coffee. Two refills should last you for a while, and it should be enough for
a single person or for a small family. "Small family" being defined as four or five people who share a household. We compared the AeroPress with a regular vacuum proof K-Cup drinker. We couldn't find any difference in taste between these two.There is also no difference in quality between the coffee in the AeroPress and regular coffee. The AeroPress
retains the freshness of the coffee better than regular cup. The coffee was incredibly clean and light. The coffee filter still had some coffee in it. So the AeroPress does the job!You can also use it to make green tea, but for those who only like a cup of coffee every morning you don't have any problems switching between both. I used it about 2 or 3 times
over the last 2 or 3 years. At first it was just wonderful. But then it went sour. I don’t know if the bad coffee in it, or the wrong rinsing method, but when my AeroPress has had a problem, I have had a very hard time getting it to make a decent cup again. I can make a decent cup, but it is always with some sort of adjustment. Usually I have to use a little

less water, sometimes some less coffee in the coffee, and other times, I will use some sort of additive to it to give it more of whatever it needs. 5ec8ef588b
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